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1. 

Orsomming: 'n Nielineêre fermionveld bewegingsvergelyking en 

die (in beginsel) eksakte oplossings word bespreek, gebruik-

makende van die voorheen ontwikkelde tegniek van oneindig-

komponentige vrye spinorvelde. Dit word aangetoon dat dit 

essensieel is vir die bestaan van die oplossings om die iso-

sinanetrieverbrekingsmeganisme in te voer waarin die isospin-

polarisasie van die gebied van die heelal van sulke deeltjie-

velde gekoppel word aan die isospin van die velde. Die 

essensiële sneller vir die isosimmetrieverbrekingsmeganisme 

is die bestaan van die elektromagnetiese wisselwerking en die 

fotonveld wat 'n isospinpoJarisasieverandering met oneindige 

reikwydte in die gebied dra. 'n Kwartet van kwarkveld oplos-

rings P , ft , /t ' P m e t n u l respektiewelike 

karakteristieke Reggelokusse en kwantumgetalle van primêre 

isospin, en *n kwartet van leptonvelde Vg / € , AL , )o^ 

vloei op 'n natuurlike basis voort. Die bewegingsvergelykings 

van dxe kwark- en leptonvoortplantingsfunksies word afgelei. 

Die komplekse ladingsaard van die kwarks en die noodwendigheid 

van die inhouding van kwarks word bespreek en 'n korresponden-

siebeginsel tussen kwark- en leptonveld oplossings volg. Die 

korrespondensie is so dat die dinamika van leptone alleen 

verenigbaar skyn te wees met kwantumelektrodinamika aan die 

ten kant, en aan die ander kant lei dit natuurlik tot 'n GIM-

Cabibbo swakverval wisselwerking met 'n Cabibbohoek gelyk aan 

die fasehoek van die gebied se isospinpolarisasieverandering. 



Abstract: A nonlinear fermion-field equation of motion and 

its (in principle) exact solutions making use of tho pre

viously developed technique of infinite component free spinor 

fields are discussed. It is shown to be essential for the 

existence of the solutions to introduce the isosymmetry 

breaking mechr.nism by coupling the isospin polarization of 

the domain of the universe of such particle fields to the 

field isospin. The essential trigger for the isosymmetry 

breaking mechanism is the existence of the electromagnetic 

interaction and the photon field, carrying an infinite range 

isospin polarization change in the domain. A quartet of 

quark field solutions Ó , f\ , A> , U « with their 

respective characteristic Regge trajectories and primary 

isospin quantum numbers, and a quartet of lepton fields 

r* i C> / A& i Vv/» d ï ( 1 shown to emerge naturally. The 

equations of motion of the quark and lepton propagators are 

deduced. The complicated charge nature of the quarks and the 

need for quark confinement is discussed and a correspondence 

principle is established between the quark and lepton field 

solutions. The correspondence is such that the dynamics of 

the leptons on their own appears to he compatible with quantum 

electrodynamics on the one hand, and on tha other hand permits 

a natural GIM-Cabibbo weak decay interaction with a Cabibbo 

angle equal to the domain isospin polari ation-chanye phase 

angle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The author has now for a number of years been pursuing a 

heuristic program of research ' » ' ' » ' based on the general 
notion that perhaps the diversity of particles in nature is 
arrived at as different solutions of one field equation of 
motion. In particular the leptons which to date would appear 
to be pointlike particles would be one solution, whereas 
quarks, the basic stuff of strongly interacting hadrons would 
be another. Since all indications so far about leptons are 
that they obey relativistic field equations of motion with 
two interactions : a V-A interaction formally of the weak 
decay type and the vector electromagnetic interaction with the 
photon field, our intuitive notion would suggest that we in
vestigate the properties of a strongly interacting solution 
of the same equation. In this spirit we investigated the 
solution of the following field equation of motion: 

=*m<»\Hv,t*),*"(*~*5wbfry)frx' 
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where the various terms and the symbols used were discussed 

3 5 6) in previous papers ' ' , and will be discussed further below. 

can for the moment be considered as the vacuum state, 

and the 1 \~ prescription was shown in previous 

3 5) napers ' to be necessary for the strongly coupled solution 

to be fully convergent : í Ï prescribes that to the 

argument in the curly brackets be added the same term with 
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X . if replaced by ~JL%~44 a n (* then having Jf» m^iJ 

Consequently the strongly coupled solution is also C » r » T 

invariant. The first interaction term on the right«hand side 

of eq. (1) is the electromagnetic selfinteraction, with O 

the charge matrix (see further below), and the second term is 

the V-A selfinteraction, formally like the weak decay inter

action . In principle one may have several terms such as the 

latter with particular couplings 9 and masses 

(expected to be large ). If (if is a neutral £ C * 0 / 

spin-^ field then eq. (1) has 2f invariance which in

cidentally gives the V-A self-interaction its essentially 

unique form, and in principle admits of a massless spin-^, 

leptonic, solution. Letk call the leptonic spin-*» solution 

of eq. (1) the classical case. Now with the quark solution 

of eq. (1) we enter a new domain : the subnuclear domain which 

will involve at least two new, crucial features. Firstly, the 

corresponding strongly interacting particles will form an array 

of compounds and phenomenologically one knows the particles 

not to be point particles. This creates problems for a 

relativistic theory of such particles. Secondly due to the 

strong interaction the corresponding solutions must be non-

perturbative and will not in general obey the superposition 

principle. This creates problems for the quantum theory of 

such solutions. The consequences of the solution of these 

problems have been discussed in previous papers ' ' ' ' ' ' , 

With the quark solutions of eq. (1) the point of importance 

is the essentially new content ' ' ' of the quark field \Ár 

4) We likened the correspondence of the lepton and quark 
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solutions of the dynamics of eq. (1) to the following well-

known case. In the discovery of quantum mechanics relevant 

to the microscopic domain, one proceeded from the classical 

mechanics selected by the correspondence principle and realized 

the effect of the essentially new content of the observable 

operators (their commutation rules). In the correspondence 

of the quark solution relevant to the subnuclear domain to 

the classical lepton solution of eq. (1), the most difficult 

problem derives from the complex charge nature of the quark 

solution . A correspondence (different from that tried in A) 

which permits an adequate charge conservation law in general 

and also the proper weak decay interaction is explored in 

this paper. 

For a full discussion of eq. (1) and its solutions we may 

refer to a previous paper , A. To introduce the discussion 

of charge nature, lepton-quark correspondence and weak decay 

interaction in this paper, we shall briefly sketch the neutral 

quark solution of eq. (1) (with £ « O or (*, > 0 ), 

referring to A for more details. To get the strongly coupled 

solution of such an equation showing isosymmetry (éee A).we 

use an infinite component free spinor field which carries the 

naturally expected selfcompounds on a Regge trajectory ' ' ' ' ' ' 

U/ fol£) ' w^^ c^ * s t n e direct sum of representations 

fa^%JL*Aj °f t n e homogeneous Lorentz group 
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where 

8 

x e«> x J » (») 
where we use essentially the same symbols as Weinberg 5 , 6' 7 ) 

and where the isosymmetric spectral function Tt$\fj 

is determined partly by Reggeization1*, unitarity 2 , 4 ) and by 
considering Ufi as an effectively Lorentz 

5,6) covariant solution ' ; of eq. (1). 

ft I ̂  ^ 5 6) 
^U yields propagators ' ' 



£ > - # --«<wiT<u5iwy;;W> 

WM^^Í^É* 

vzhere Os* L. reflects the isosymmetry of the solution 
L * /i ^ 1 * 

W . If we insert 
T/ A ^ 0 in eq. (1), with 

£ * O # a n d apply Wick'a normal ordering theorem to the 

free fields we readily obtain 

fl*.-*',/*4)^),,, V,rf£«-*' X , r* )« 



Wyí^ ' -y^ > 

or 

I J*r Ffr) U+p [ pÍí*p4p+~!JJLljjtp) i 
i* 

< * ) 

If our solution is an exact solution with eq. (5) holding 
exactly, then a sufficient condition for this is the condition 
equation (relation of square bracketed parts of eq. (5)) 
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M-

(6) 
6) .1 It was shown with A analytically continued to complex 
< ' 

values, or ^ reggeized, that eq. (6) is effectively 
convergent and covarian" and can in principle be satisfied 
leading to a determination of the mass2 fftj cf the Regge 
trajectory. Refer to A for details cf the integration of the 
equation of condition, eq. (6). If /*f is very large 

Mw ft) 
eq. (6) can be satisfied for a large range of f* values 
With p* 4C t* * ^ * 0 , eq. (1) changes essentially 

8) 
to the Heisenberg form . It was noted that the form of eq. (6) 
depends on the X invariance of eq. (1) for neutral, 
spin-'j fields, and that eq. (6) states the consequence of 

y 5 a; A* 
breaking the Q invariance in the solution Y • I n 

fact, if eq. (6) holds, it immediately follows ' that 
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K> ^JPVW* (~g*l. 
(?) 

or it demands the existence of an effectively interaction-
free neutrino propagator. Thus we shall have to consider 
as the product of orthogonal lepton and quark vacuum states 
pertaining to the respective lepton and quark solutions of eq. 
(1). 

2. ISOSPIN OF THE DOMAIN OF THE UNIVERSE AND SYMMETRY BREAKING 
The particles of a suitable model will build up the universe, 

a domain of which can be denoted by / W ^ . Although, in 
general, can in principle contain any of the con
sequences of experiments (photons and the particles of high 
energy experiments), we shall for this paper again consider 
it "quiescent" : that is, without the explicit presence of 
the latter. We know ' that | W / is verv important for 
the particle model, and in fact an essential part of its 
solution and provides the "vacuum" state in eq. (1). 
plays an essential role in the isosymmetry-breaking ansatz 
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below . Due to the difference in the number of protons and 

neutrons (really 0 »/t quarks), | V/f will be assumed to 

have a large isospin, for which in terms of Heisenberg's ferro-

8) magnetic model , one may investigate the effect of isospin 

polarization changes due to strong coupling to the isospin 

of W , using the isospurion formalism ' 

Consider the ansatz (see A) for the isospin polarization 

change resulting from the abovementioned coupling 

l*">»jÊ=í aVr3« fc>m>+/J=; aVv-#K* 

(a) 
where CL ( ? | * «4 / d ( 2 j 9 * fe/ m a v b e c a l l ed 

8) respectively the protonic and neutronic spurion (a boson ) 

creation operators. The spurion has only isospin and no 

Lorentz properties . | wif/ is an isospin eigenstate 

having the largi? numbers of protons and neutrons proper to 

the domain, and is normalized to 1 . f W f ^ is not an 

isospin eigenstate but is also normalized to 1 , and has 

the most general form compatible with simple propagator 

relationships . A number of isospin compounds can be built 

9) in the usual purely kinematic way in isospin space between 

the creation and annihilation operators of Ur ' above 

and of the isospurions. Dynamics will then fix the corres

ponding spectral functions ^ B * s i n c e t n e quantal 
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cells of the sea of | W ^ / are presumably small relative to 
those relevant for the definition of our relativistic particle 
fields, eq. (8) also realizes proton and neutron particles 
plus a hole (for which a particular proton or neutron level 
is substituted by the corresponding spurion) at any level in 
the proton, neutron fermion sea of / W f ) . 

One can now write the compounded fields 

«*7* kf r**r &-iHp*r^Frmr> 

rr ' (9> 
P v r ? 

where *jm It / allows for dynamic isosymmetry-breaking. 
Kinematically the isospin compounding is indicated by the 
following linear relations which drop the spin and space 
dependence for brevity 
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M ^ [ ^ - / ) tfr'hvo* 

^w- [ fV - vO-vf *']'*> 

where we introduced the identifications 

for these particular primary isospin fields. 
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With S' * - « <v/ . lTV / ^ t IV/ ,> , 

where £ may be i>> ̂  * »•> P » o n e has 

« c/^ 
where the general definition of ^ above for the case 

with isosymmetry may be applied also to the case with iso-

symmetry-breaking, and one may refer to A for fomulae for 

the matrices /T 

Ó 
Thus one can apply the idea of isospin-polarization change 

to eq. (1) and with the same techniques as in A obtain 

+&») 5'* (*'*')(&„) §' Cy-x'M 
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&{f&fy**\'*)to>lil<r%f 
3 (/ 

m*AF &»*«'•> ^fi' 
and we shall as in A employ a shorthand for this equation 

fsj»/sfc,seJ -fs*,s.J ji4) 
where the lefthandside implies the complete kinetic term in 
eq. (13) with «)£ t n e appropriate sum of propagators of 
argument (JC • Hi , and where V D* ) 3 L T gives the electro
magnetic selfinteraction involving the sums of propagators Q* 

(arguments J£mj£ ' ) and 0 £ (argument» JC — *4 ), and where 
/ JLJ » d»J gives the standard self-interaction involving 
the sums of propagators 9 U ) "*g with respective arguments 
UC*JC J %\PC ^ H* Provided we maintain the order 
of the propagators on the righthandside of eq. (14), the 
complete equation can be reconstructed from eqs. (13,14). 
These are matrix equations of which all the off-diagonal 
elements have factors JS • which can hence be cancelled 
out . The equations do not offer a way of determining u ) , 
which is the domain phase angle that A suggested can presumably 
be determined by self-consistency of the theory of the domain -
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by a cosmological calculation. 

Consideration of eq. (14) shows that it does not permit 
an isosymmetric solution with § " " S i S S S ' 
but does allow an isosymmetry-breaking solution. The reason 
for the absence of a symmetrical solution is essentially (in 
contradistinction to the case of eqs. (5,6)) that in general 
terms J ^* ^ JLJ and /5w J SflJ a r e different from the 
point of view of dynamics and Lorentz covariance. The first 
crucial demand of the isosymmetry-breaking solution is that 

P' 

/>>? 
S ' * - S ' , OS) 

or p) O has one another as ghost propagators. With the 
family propagator defined explicitly in the form, as in eq.(4), 
as a sum of contributions over real A (not continued to 

J» 
the complex 1 plane), the propagator has a definite metric. 
If 9 has a positive definite metric then 9 has a 
negative definite metric. In A we suggested that use of the 
yj -formalism cun yield the positive definite metric 
propagator , such that p has the same 
primary isospin as p (which is not the same as for B ) 

and may correspond to a physical quark (one defined in quark 
Hilbert space). The use of the 4f -formalism can be con
sidered as associating an extra quantum number (in addition 
to, say, primary isospin) with the quark p , say, charm. 
Since the solutions of eq. (1) will conserve their metric 
definition, the latter quantum number is likewise conserved. 
The next crucial effect of isosymmetry-breaking is (with 
v w expected to be of the order of • ) that 9 
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is strongly (of order C ) shifted from 5 (and hence 
from the trajectories of P± p and ft ). Hence it was 
realized (see A) that if L* » the charge matrix, could be 
chosen such that w is effectively eliminated from the 
terms f J L * ̂ U f / eq. (14) would be satisfied at least 
to the order 9 and possibly ?.n general. 

Now with 

be'*° 
(lb) 

as the hermitean charge matrix, the latter aim can be realized 
with C l | / b * / a n d 0+ (P* IT ' which we 
selected as the proper values. These values of C% ^ 
also ensure that the charge eigenvalues (of matrix O ) = V)2 
or 0 , 1 with suitable normalization of C* With this 
charge matrix eq. (14) can readily be shown to require: 
With 

and 

A * 5 n - 5 * iOe) 
we requ i re 

[s] * [S,S] »09) 
[8,Al- o »fto) 
[A,3]* o , f t / ) 
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and 

where the shorthand defined by eqs. (13,14) may be used to re
write these equations in full. See A for more details. 
Eqs. (20,21) are called the orthogonality conditions of the 
two propagator differences 9 and ^ , respectively 
characterizing the strong (or order V ) and weak (of order 
6 , or electromagnetic) isosymmetry-breaking effects. 
Even with the strong isosymmetry-breaking measured by 5 » 
we expect 9 to have a negative-definite metric like 9 

Thus with the «r -formalism we can get a physical A * quark 
having a positive-definite metric and the same primary isospin 
as A» , and corresponding to a new conserved quantum number 
of, say, strangeness. Now eq. (19) for strong isosymmetry-
breaking and also for f̂ -symmetry-breaking, does not involve 
the electromagnetic selfinteraction explicitly and may be 
analyzed exactly as eqs. (5,6) - the new features are that the 
coupling constant now is effectively * f!fa (for 9 — 9 

as the unknown propagator f , and the groundstate contributions 
of O — O are also automatically regularized (this point 
was ignored above for simplicity of discussion of eq. (6), but is 
very important for the existence of the solution and hence makes 
the isosymmetry-breaking mandatory). If the equation of 
condition corresponding to eq. (19) holds, characterizing 9 
breaking the Jf* -invériance of eq. (1), then one may as 
with eqs. (5,6,7) above expect a neutrino propagator coupling 
to 9 , and furthermore deduce as veil 
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W - f s>4 
and hence 

by the orthogonality relation in eq. (20) . As in A we inter
pret eq. (23) as reflecting the quark vector current conser
vation law. Refer to A for a more detailed discussion and 
remember that all our equations hold for a large selection of 
IVv / states that are effectively quiescent. Thus the 2f 

invariance of eq. (1) has guaranteed a current conservation 
law. In fact, in A we gave a plausibility argument for 
considering Q S 0 ~ 5 the charge eigen-propagator 
corresponding to the charge = I eigenvalue of the suitably 
normalized charge matrix V* Investigating the orthogonality 
relation, eq. (20), or / 5 j Q J S 0 on the lines that eq. (6) 
was integrated in A, shows that for 
is directly equivalent to £ &*J * C? , too. Inspection 
of the conservation law I ̂ j 5 Q shows that Q^ must 
have a momentum space integrand involving\Q4 TJ&J times 
a factor W which obeys O CP 55 O Hence O implies 
the massless content of a Coulomb potential, which is hopefully 
conceivable by ^ l g m S involving two very close trajec
tories (of fl j b quarks). The isosymmetry- and the Jf • 
symmetry-breaking corresponding to the condition equation of 
eq. (19) l^J"*l>)**y ' t n u s lea(3s to the consequences of 
a neutrino, a current conservation law and a massless vector 
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boson ( i t permits the emergence of the photon and the term 

Í A > ^ J ) • F i n a l l y , £ó] * 0 demands 

{Ó,&} +£,A! - o »c*4 

by eq. (22). Eq. (24) will at least be valid to order 6 , 

and since ^ involves the difference of two close trajec

tories, eq. (24) may well be generally valid, and lead to a 

relation of 6 * to <| • T n e e <3 s- (19,20,21,22,23,24) are 

to» 
expected to be valid for four-momenta for which ft is well 

below A | e . if A\* is very large compared to quite 
8 p 

high values of ft» , the allowed values of P will 

1 
cover a considerable physical domain. 

Thus with the inclusion of an electromagnetic self-

interaction one can obtain a solution but one which breaks 

isosymmetry and corresponds to a particular choice of the 

charge matrix. Nevertheless the solution corresponds to 

primary isospin eigenstates as generated by the quark fields 

P r ft , n* , p each with their eigentrajectory. However 

there are no charge eigenstates in the Hilbert space generated 

by 0 , 1 , A / M as we may note (see also A) from the 

fact that the charge I eigenpropagator is ̂ S § ~ Q 

The point is that primary isospin eigenstates do not in general 

have an eigencharge (see the next Section for a particular 

discussion), which is a rather natural consequence of the 

electromagnetic interaction being the essential isosymmetry-

breaking agent. As in A we deduce that consequently j9 , /I , 

^ , 0 are not directly observable, but may form com-
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pounds (or appropriate mixtures) which are observable in being 
eigenstates of charge too. Thus 0 , 1% , 7* i i? will 
constitute these compounds and will have to be perfectly con
tained in them. We shall call them constituent quarks for 
definiteness. 

3. QUARK-LEPTON CORRESPONDENCE AND CHARGE MIXTURES 
We have noted in the previous two sections both th^ 

expectation and the need for one lepton to correspond to each 
quark. The complicated charge nature of the quark fields 
uncovered in Section 2, and the known simple charge nature 
of the leptons suggest that the correspondence will be of 
a very special kind which we will discuss in this and the next 
Section. One case in which the in cjeneral complicated charge 
nature of the quarks may consistently allow a simple charge 
assignment is to the quark mixtures defining the weak decay 
currents. For simplicity we shall refer to these quark mixtures 
as the weak decay quarks having the weak decay charges (in fact, 
of the same charge values as given by Gell-Mann ). The 
proper weak decay quarks are special mixtures of constituent 
quarks to be derived in the next Section and giving a suitable 
weak decay interaction. Since the latter will be supposed 
determined also by the very large masses of the appropriate 
intermediate vector bosons,one may visualize that it "sees" 
the quark charges within a length of the order of the Compton 
wavelength of the intermediate vector bosons. By the un
certainty relation the corresponding spatial momentum spread 
will, we imagine, suffice to remove by interference the 
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complicated charge contributions of all the excited quark 

states, leaving only the charge of the grounds'-.ate (it is a 

local spin-^ state, as we may deduce from the discussion of A, 

whereas the excited states are nonlocal with the analytic 

continuation in 4 ) . 

To decide on a possible quark-lepton correspondence let 

us provisionally consider possible charge assignments of the 

weak charge type (the quark mixtures we shall arrive at are 

not yet those appropriate to the proper weak decay charges for 

which we refer to the next Section). 

9) To do this consider the particle isospin compounding 

with weak type charges calculated in an obvious generalization 
9) of the usual way (we shall assume that this can also be done 

similarly for the antiparticle part of the fields): 

3_+ $' 
Z 

the baryon number and & the spurion number. Then for 

the particle part 

Q T B + S <m 
3B «L* 4» " Q , where J9 shall be 

ie particle part • 

fy (proton spurion) , Q 9 -£ + Q~ I S O \ 
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fi- (neutron spur ion) , O ; . i ^ O ** * » Q ^ 

Then as in Section 2 the proton quark £ can be associated 
with (ffl*% fi having a charge */j ; and the 
neutron quark l\ with If) "* 1« having a charge - */m 

Clearly the primary isospin eigenstatef 

are not charge eigenstates on the above assignments, whereas 

having a charge /3 » a n d 

having a charge - /JJ , are suitable charge eigenstates but 
are not primary isospin eigenstates. In the above we used the 
fact that the spurions are bosons ', and assumed that the 
baryons will be compounded in the way usual for quarks 
( r > T hence have Q S /3 ). Of course 1J near 
combinations of P,/J and tt>*4 , respectively, will 
also have charges «A» , • y% , respectively. 

When the above operators G T * ' ** > T > & * ̂ J 
operate on the orthogonal lepton space, we can make the same 
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charge calculation except that we take 

L + S' <? * r s + 

with L» "* for U/ j*r ( w e e x P e c t n o extensive 

lepton compounding). Then we have charges: 

(i/* * W has charge 0 ; 

ft has charge O ; 

(f, ft»"*» has charge -J ; 

il* has charge O 

Thus we have the correspondences (quark-lepton); 

& (of weak type charge /j ) or Ú/ M with ) ^ 

having charge O ; 

IX (of weak type charge-'/» ) orU/ /^L with £ 

having charge — 1 ; . ^ ) 

A (of weak type charge */j ) ory* ftm with Ĵ <4 

having charge O ; t , 

(\~ (of weak type charge» '/m ) ory^ fi with JM» 

having cnarge • I . fp m\ 

Note, the corresponding quark and lepton fields have, as in A 

definite metrics of opposite signs. The propagators of fi , 

1% , p , Ag can be calculated from Section 2 and 

eqs. (25,26), whereas V^ , 6 , V44 ' / ^ have the 

corresponding lepton spectra. The massless neutrinos have no 

charge as they should. 
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We shall assume that our own domain of the universe is such 
that for leptons Q* 0 . If |V«0 t h u s i s t n e P r o d u c t 

of orthogonal quark and lepton domain states ("vacua"), 
eq. (10) may be rewritten in a form ̂ iore appropriate to charge 
eigenstates as 

*9^ Í *+V • 9^ +V*' t + * * f J • * > ' 

vr^U^V^^^^J '*>» 

* </* V hV•*"- * * * ? *3' *> 

W^-KV-v* v'-^Ji^ 
6ea> 
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Although the quark-lepton correspondence has been selected 
on the basis of particular charge eigenstate assignments (with 
particular quark charges which apply only in special cases 
such a3 weak decay) which are not diagonal in primary isospin 
space we can assume eqs. (25,26,28) to be generally valid and 
insert eq. (28) in eq. (1) to obtain the general equations 
of motion of the quark and lepton propagators by using Wick's 
normal ordering theorem. The equations of motion are: 

and 

to give the ghost pairs Pt P < a s with eq. (15)) and 

*}* > Vi ; a n d

 l 

and now with the inclusion of leptons . 

one must have further 

[5]= [S,5] .<U> 

Ml* ° ' M 
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and 

such that the latter quark, lepton equations closely mirror 
those for the quarks alone (see eqs. (17,18,19,20,21,22)), with 
the new formula for the propagator difference ^ . It is 
very interesting that the equation defining the main iso-
symmetry- and Q -symmetry-breaking effect, namely eq. (33), 
does not involve the leptons at all. If the equation of 
condition for the solution of eq. (33) holds one can draw the 
same conclusions as in Section 2, in particular the overall 
vector current conservation law 

[á] * o - [s'-S'+S'+S9'] >(r>) 

which now includes the complete quark (charge = f ) current 
and lepton current, and also 

(áyú) * [á>&] * O • (S3) 

W is chosen as in Section 2, with 

The propagator equations of motion again do not involve the 
phase angle ^ effectively, as long as the charge matrix 

The 
conservation law in eq. (37) implies a reflection of the poles 
of W ) v « " v in w t^ ,an effect which 

8) may bear some analogy to a finding of Heisenberg's theory . 
This need not necessarily affect hadron compounding calcula
tions directly, however, because these have to be done using 
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the fields O) which operate on both the quark and lept'in 
vacua (see eq. (28)) and may effect the same compensation 
automatically as in eq. (37) . If the compensation in eq. (37) 
is complete then £} may still be of the order of 9 and 

eq. (38) valid to at least the order € . Since the 
equations are now complete (except for weak decay effects in 
the next Section) one may investigate the solutions of 
eqs. (31,32,33,34,35,37,38) subject to the Reggeization and 
unitarity of the quark fields feis in previous papers ' ' ' ). 
Eq. (38) may then in principle yield S . fl as well. To 
be able to relate such calculations to phenomenology we still 
have to consider the hadron compounding which will have to be 
treated in a separate, future publication. The theory so far 
is convergent (the symmetry breaking mechanism ensures all 
round that even discrete pole contributions regularize those 
of particular paired contributions) and involve!integrals that 
may be effected as we noted in A. A considerable program of 
numerical computation will be required to see how the theory 
relates to nature. 

4. WEAK DECAY INTERACTION AND ITS DYNAMICAL CONSEQUENCES 
"ormally eq. (7) which relates to the kinetic and standard 

interaction terms of eq. (1), already has the mechanism and 
detail of the weak decay interaction (with C . r non-
conservation) , if one has a term in it with a sufficiently 
large mass In this section we shall develop the full 
weak decay interaction, by using the correspondence of eq. (28) 
in eq. (1), with its selection rules and dynamical consequences 
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for the equations of motion of the propagators. 

Let us begin by noting that but for the weak interaction, 

we shall assume the equations of Section 3 to apply strictly 

and be soluble, determining the eigenfields of p , ft , A» » 

/>', y*. , / i , %' , e' and their propagators and 

conserving their respective metric definition. This means that 

with the appropriate use of the w -formalism and suitable, 

new conserved quantum numbers the D , 1% , A* , p , YA» , A^ , 

)ÍL , £ eigenfields will obey unitarity in their dynamics. 

To maintain unitarity even in the presence of a weak decay 

interaction carried by intermediate vector bosons, we shall 

assume that the latter maintains metric definition and thus 

only couples to currents of a positive-definite metric and 

formed from the pairing of fields which are both either in the 

lepton space or in the quark space (the ,eak decay interaction 

must maintain the essential orthogonality of these spaces and, 

in any case, mixed lepton, quark pairing would correspond to 

weak charges not in correspondence with the eigenvalues of the 

renormalized charge matrix^ )• Furthermore each intermediate 

vector boson must not only have a definite metric but must 

also have a definite charge fixed by the weak decay charges 

referred to in Section 3. 

We shall consider in succession the product states generated 

by the standard and electromagnetic currents, respectively: 

: W) ÏWf*') ¥**;•» '•&*>)4A C W): 
operating on For brevity we shall omit space-

time arguments and jf - matrices, taken as understood, and 
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call the fields by the corresponding quark or lepton symbols. 
Put 

U' (o -i) 
as usual. Thus by eq. (28) one has symbolically 

0, » V***?* ?*/*>/*> 

(39) 
The part Q ^ of Q+ that can generate the interme
diate vector boson according to the above rules 

Uo) 
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which according co Section 3 has a definite (positive) metric 
and a definite weak charge •• 1 . It can hence generate the 
intermediate vector boson of mass ÝÝ and coupling 
constant €k (to generalize standard term simply). 

Similarly, from 

we can deduce 

which has a positive-definite metric, a definite weak charge 
+ J , and can hence generate the intermediate vector boson 
W + of mass r%W a n <^ coupling constant C\ 

Also , from O3S <̂  tsVWlW}, 
we deduce 

(41) 
which has a positive-definite metric and a definite weak 
charge = O , and can hence generate the neutral intermediate 
vector boson WQ of mass *\|j and coupling constant Oi 
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In the particular way indicated in eq. (42), (jm^j is not 

flavour-changing {refer f o ;qs.(J5 26) for further details), 

but is flavour-conserving. 

Since the field equation of motion, eq. (1), without weak 

decay, determines the ei'er cields . s noted above, and since 

weak decay involves leakage or transitions between the eigen-

fields, one must expect some limitation in the application of 

the field equation of motion with inclusion of the weak decay 

interaction. In fact insertion of eq. (28) in the kinetic 

term of eq. (1) shows that the off-diagonal terms relate to 

non-conservation of weak charge and must hence be excluded. 

This can be done as we shall do for the rest of this section, 

with weak decay included, by considering the trace of eq. (1) 

(that is p||t GiU fa and sum over CL ) • 

since £iTs &(r+-r- + t.-U) + ?9'?3 > 
it readily follows as above that the standard interaction 

term of the trace of eq. (1) couples the IV— / W+ • " 0 

generated by, respectively, 0 . l A j > ^«.u/ ' 3 VÝ 

to the following bras, respectively: 

» w « <v/ol<w.l(e-^[n.pe-i*-Vft'e^J 

+ e'v£' -/&•#* ) ,(49) 
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It is of interest to note that if, in the selection of field 
pairs in Smyj » &+kt/ ' •'ill/ ' w e c o n ^ i n e d ourselves 
to pairs in either quark or lepton space with a positive 
definite metric, then the coupling in the standard inter
action term automatically gives weak charge conservation and 
a Hermitean interaction. Now the factor S "̂  outside 
the hadron weak current (square-bracketed) terms in 0+ yj , 

0 — ^ > ^ I J J can consistently be included in the defini
tion of the hadron domain ketstate , and 
similarly for 6 » in the definition of the brastate 
O A / # | X Wr#| in ~mty> &+W ' &3V/ • Assume that this 
has been done. Note that if we now form the flavour-changing 
current matrices W + , W — from respectively v L ^ / ̂ « u / 
then the matrix for V » **/ corresponds to the commutator of 
V « » **m as for the usual Yang-Mills algebra, if we allow 
for the negative metric fields and opposite metric of hadron, 
lepton space. 
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Now consider the typical hadron weak current above 
- A 

(charge = -1) J^ w i t h 

Consider linear transformations of the quark fields which will 
convert J^ into a real sum of quark currents: 

The heuristic argument in Section 3 provisionally assigned 
weak type charges of respectively */j and " /j t o * P* Fi * 

and (rltAc' ' w n i c n also assigns these charges to re
spectively \ fi } (L / a n d \^#>0'f' • L e t u s transform 
to the new quark fields 
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such that the heuristic argument of Section 3 still assigns 
to J«» the weak charge = » I Suppose now W , #1,̂  , 

Á M* * ' 
A f , f* are the proper weak current quarks (weak 

charges, respectively, *yV »~" Ym > ~ ̂ > /% * then <r— 

is the real sum of quark currents corresponding to the GIM-
Cabibbo xorm with the Cabibbo angle identified with our 
domain isospin polarization angle & (which is related to 
the electromagnetic charge angle & by 0 ^» A % fT ) 
The linear relation between the weak current quarks and the 
constituent quark fields b , ft , fa , Ó can be deduced 
by the eqs. (25,26,47,48). The full significance of b , ftm 

tS* , P as the proper weak current quarks or quark 
mixtures, rather than O , H , \ , R will need further 
research, for instance by the role they play in hadron com
pounding. The latter compounding mixtures must be such as 
to have hadrons with eigen charges with full containment of 
the constituent quarks b , $% , \ , h One immediate 
consequence of the particular quark mixtures involved in the 
proper weak current quarks is that of losing the direct rele
vance of the hadron-spurions with their simple quantum numbers 
heuristically introduced in Section 3 and also of the resul
tant primary isospin quantum numbers. 

The above quark transformation changes the (charge = »̂ J 
hadron weak current 

7} * [*.M" t*-X.'* ,r i*] ><**> 
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to 

*•" * [ it' 1 •4**v ̂  * ** ^ * * f 

" *i ft «* f + "t #'•*»* J ^ M 

as one would expect. The neutral current 

ifc=Z>A-E'£'**'A«-*'0 >&*) 
transforms to 

ï* * * fiw - S %m A •"«+"f • * t i > <w 

a hermitean current. 

We believe it is natural and selfconsistent that Q/ 

plays such a crucial role in both the electromagnetic and 

weak interaction which play essenr.ial roles in the relative 

number of protons and neutrons constituting our domain which 

again in its turn determines the isospin polarization angleW 

To test the selfconsistency and its consequences one has to 

attempt to calculate the domain ^ as suggested in A. 
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Since the dynamical calculations in this paper are re
stricted to r^ well below AT and hence much more below 
the magnitudes of *»|^ and w\/^ » one can replace the bosons 

flm , W + » W © by their appropriate current integrated with 
an appropriate Green's function which will approximate to 

Ó C+*m**fS times, respectively, — /H9* ' ~ jrf^F * 

m 'I^\IE ' s i n c e - n e coupling constant was taken as the 
same for the standard interaction term and the Green's function 
of the latter in the same approximation S 

the weak decay interaction terms can be treated as i \ X ^ O . 

M a / * M*, S 

ff/lfl and r ' ftjji , respect ive ly , times the standard 

term as far as the effect of 4f* times its Green's function 
is concerned. 

Thus the weak decay selfinteraction contributes to the 
right hand side of the trace of eq. (1) 

?•»; yi **Xffne*'-* Ar*]*^*'*' 
•ML ^J^Íf^-l^ 

• H^-^XC***'*-*'*^»'* 
J 
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JL/i-ê'e')} IW0>\W.>* -?M. ^c + 

ÚM-) 

where all the field arguments except the first V "f / <WC* X 

and 2T -factors are left out but understood. The weak decay 

interaction is directly V-A as the standard interaction is. 

Using eq. (28) the trace of the kinetic term of eq. ll) 

+/> - *, + Hi ) + ( * * * « - * • J V 8 ) * 
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where the rest of the X -factors and the arguments are left 
out but understood. Comparison of eqs. (54,55) makes it 
possible to interpret the weak interaction in eq. (54) as h the 
weak interaction hamiltonian (as a correction to an effective 
W v / term) . Incidentally, if one were to calculate the 
corresponding weak decay interaction arising from the electro
magnetic selfinteraction term in eq. (1) (hence of a vector 
type) it will be down by ̂ ^ k C relative to that in eq. (54), 

which we shall assume to be a very small factor and thus 
negligible in usual decay processes. It will, however, have 
an important (high energy) effect which we shall determine 
below. 

We shall now determine the dynamical reaction of the weak 
interaction or its correction to the trace of the dynamical 
equations of motion of the propagators determined without the 
weak interaction in Section 3. To do this we shall consider 
the exact form of eq. (54), that is reverting to the exact form 
of the weak decay Green's functions. The dynamical reaction 
will now follow by considering all the field operators to have 
the eigenrepresentations used in previous sections and applying 
Wick's n-. • ordering theorem to the weak interaction terms. 
Using the same shorthand form as for the standard interaction 
contribution to the dynamical equations, with a suffix to 
indicate the appropriate weak interaction Green's function, 
we have the weak decay contribution to the trace of the dynamical 
equations of motion 
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^s'.s'+s's* •jtfsWift***'; 
^ w 

tSÍS^tS^^SÍS*' *S *S # >£ 

+ife (s^Vs /̂s^s^ - *<$*- s^ls') 
" * 

C56) 
All the quark groundstate (with only one exception) and 

lepton contributions to eq. (56) lead through the /£ -integra

tion to a logarithmically divergent four-momentum Feynman 

integral. Since we are here interested again in contributions 
\mt 

to eq. (56) at 

t: w c d i e lit; it-* i i a e i e s L c u a y a Ail J-ii L U I I L I I J J U U I U I 

p t « f t w or / M t f / , these diver 

gences can only be cancel led out as they must by using 
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The: contribution then 

which is now completely convergent and has the characteristic 
£ g£ pairings for both the quark {remember O * y ( M " 5 • 

«It 4sS"-S>+S"*S«'.fc'»-S',)->i5't-S*) 
and lepton quartets that 

we found electromagnetically induced in Section 3. Eq. (57) 
means that if is positive, 

/"ft. 
is negative and 

the neutral vector boson is really a tachyon. The Lorentz 
transformation properties of tachyons show them to be properly 
nonlocal objects. The author does not believe W A to be a 
directly observable particle but rather to indicate the size 
limit of all particles (see below) as corresponding to 

IMP 
With eq. (57), eqs. (54,55) ir.unate that all the charged and 
neutral weak interaction terms are of the same, universal 
strength indicated by Z L j L . . Now a weak interaction 

such as in eq. (54) with a component mediated by, say, W+ 

with a mass **w)v quark and lepton masses (where *\ty is 
positive) , implies that W + is a rather special "compound" 
of the pairs involved in the weak decay currents : for which 
very special forces are involved at close (of the order /ftJS ) 

approach of the pairs. For the neutral weak interaction component 
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mediated by W © r with /M^f negative, one can have a 
lifferen^ interpretation : W9 -• ->• "compound" with a very 
large imaginary mass component fig 4 (corresponding to 
an instability cf W Q within a time "SCwk Irfc o r a distance 

'\fA |i ) • This will be in 1 ^.^ with T^A»* i+ as the limit 

of particle size. The weak decay interaction strength then 
implies a particular probability of formation of these special 

m n 
respective compounds. The weak decay contribution in eq. (58) 
may now also be written 

where the square-bracketed term is calculated exactly as the 
standard term (the same coupling constant and the same Green's 
function). This contribution is now the weak decay correction 
to the right-hand side of trace of the propagator equation of 
motioi. in Section 3, namely to: 
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if the 5 % ó orthogonality can still be maintained. If 
the dynamic reaction of the weak decay, eq. (59), added to 
the right hand side of eq. (60) can lead to a small correction 
to the fundamental propagators, one can presumably use uni-
tarity of the amended form of these propagators to determine 

I " I . The amended form of the propagators can then 
\r\ / 
presumably be applied to a much larger momentum domain than 
that to which we limited the application of eq. (60). 

Although we realize that the weak decay contributions 
from the electromagnetic selfinteraction term in eq. (1) 
are down in general terms by /eft» (a small fraction) 

relative to the contribution discussed above, we have to 
consider them nevertheless on account of possible divergences 
involved. One finds that the electromagnetic term of the 
trace of eq. (1) contributes a weak decay dynamic reaction 
(in the usual shorthand of Section 2) 

J.S S* S* + S" S* * S* S* + Sp', S 
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The groundstate contributions (the excited Regge poles of 
the quark terms selfregularize in the usual way) of all terms 
in eq. (61) involve a logarithmic divergence of a four-momentum 
integral. To evaluate the consequences we sha.1 contrast 
this contribution with the tiace of the kinetic term in 
eq. (55) 

where we used the ghost condition «J + 3 S O and the 
shorthand of Section 2. One can readily regularize all the 
divergent contributions due to the groundstate terms in eq.(61) 
by using /^a imft. * r\f *Jt AA* • J*l a s t n e groundstate 

— '. , » , where /Mft | 
(fit -m*+it) 

propagator instead of • i i i > where 

is a very large mass. The correction implies that the ground-
mm 

state particle has a limiting radius ^fWI-lc • !f we consider 

Y in the domain | ftfi\ & P ) ^ W , the corres
ponding contribution to eq. (61) is truly regularized in this 

**2 
P domain i f / ij . AlJ , (S2) 

i. %\Jc . implying a limiting particle radius, in g íera 

The nonlocal tachyonic object corresponding to the mass* = 
K I » M » thus finds a natural interpretation. Since \™jJ 

one imagines that this limiting radius for point particles 
is less than the natural radius arising for the strong inter-
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action Reggeization theory ' ' ' . 

The particular regularized groundstate contribution of 
the electromagnetic weak decay term in eq. (61) now turns 
out to be quite convergent and 

S Á*_ Í A W f / t f J • * — ./64) 
*Á6) 

Comparing this with the corresponding kinetic term in eq.(62), 

(sit t i m e s ) one sees that it amounts to a small!*^^ times! renorma-

lization of the kinetic term. The electromagnetic weak decay 
interaction is thus negligibly small from the point of view of weak 
decay processes, but in its dynamic reaction requires a general 
regularization of all groundstate propagators which is 
equivalent to ascribing to all point particles (excepting 
possibly only V and Vi ) a irinimum size = ^ ^ I» , and 

/K 9 'In*!** 
a small renormalization of the kinetic term in the equation 
of motion. In another sense this regularization of the 
fundamental propagators sets a limit to the use of infinite 
component free fields as solutions of our equation of motion 
eq. (1). Since the weak decay interaction introduces a 
departure from the eigen quark- and lepton-fields determined 
by eq. (1), this limitation is hardly surprising. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
The discussion in this paper and in A indicated that one 

feature of the quark fields is their very complicated charge 
nature. On this account it has already been suggested that 
the quarks cannot be directly observed. Since they interact 
strongly it was suggested that they are likely to form com
pounds which have eigencharges and which perfectly contain 
the quarks. Such a complicated charge nature would appear 
to be possible only for strongly interacting objects. In 
fact, objects that do not present a dominating compounding 
mechanism such as leptons, would by eq. (1) be forced to have 
eigencharges (of the charge matrix 0 ) w » f . The massless 
neutrinos,for instance, dynamically must have zero charge. 

Section 4 showed that the weak decay interaction assumes 
the natural GIM-Cabibbo form for the proper weak decay quarks 
P , Jtf , A « i fL i and that the latter are compatible 
with definite weak decay charges */» , • Y» ,• Xm , fym , 

respectively. By eqs. (47,48), however, i) ' 1 # ' 3 * ' A ' 
all have an indefinite metric, are nondiagonal in primary 
isospin and correspond to mixtures of eigentrajectories. We 
thus again assume that neither they nor linear combinations 
of them (such as p , It / A r & > are observable. The 
proper weak decay quarks, however, form currents which generate 
special "compounds", the intermediate vector bosons, which 
have charges corresponding to the eigenvalues of the charge 
matrix w . This is a prototype compounding by which the 
quarks can form objects with eigen^charges. This paper and A 
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supply all the ingredients to calculate the hadron compounds 
with eigencharges and containing the abovementioned quarks. 

If the proper weak decay quarks have the abovementioned 
weak decay charges, one can deduce from this that Ú , l \ , 

A » J* have the charges heuristically deduced in Section 3. 
The latter quarks and their charges then naturally correspond 
to the leptons | , l , y|4 , Vfc and their charges, respectively, 
as shown in Section 3. These charge eigenstates are not 
diagonal in isospin as we noted in the latter Section (see 
eq. (27)). Since p , A>Q is related to the constituent 
quarks p , /^ by, respectively, eqs. (25,26), and the 
constituent quarks have the eigentrajectories, the lepton, 
quark correspondence is dynamically complicated. Nevertheless, 
with the correspondence essentially given by eqs. (28), one 
finds that the equations of motion (eq. (1) for the diagonal 
case, and a suitably generalized form for the nondiagonal 
case, with free photons) for the case of leptons alone would 
appear to be compatible with quantum electrodynamics. Further
more the role of the leptons in the propagator A (eq. (32)) 
and its conservation law (eq. (37)) and equations of motion 
(eqs. (34,35,38)) would appear to be natural. 

The boson state , where we left 
out y -matrices and spinor indices for brevity, has a weak 
decay charge = "J . The propagator of this state carrying a 
weak charge of 1 unit is clearly M 
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by Wick's normal ordering theorem. In a suitable com
pounding theory (in which the quarks p , ft , etc., are 
completely contained) this propagator is part of a more 
complete propagator (calculated in terms of the fields 

). The momentum transform of this part, taken 
in its centre of mass system, corresponds to a Feynman 
diagram loop corresponding to a circulation propagation of 
§ •• d . Perfect containment keeps the /9 , f% quarks 
circulating in the loop. These considerations suggests that 
what we have called the charge 1 eigenpropagator, 9 " £) , 

is compatible with the weak charge = • J state introduced 
above. 

Our philosophy is that the standard interaction term in 
eq. (1) is the origin of the strong interaction of quarks : 
The explicit solution of the equation of condition, eq. (6) , 
and of the equation of condition corresponding to say eq. (33), 
in A, shows how the standard interaction determines the quark 
trajectory ff%l • The introduction of leptons makes no explicit 

1 
difference to the equation of motion involving only strong 
interaction (compare eqs. (19,33)). In fact the leptons only 
enter in £ a n c> i t s equations of motion, eqs. (34,35,37,38) 
suggest that these equations can onl^ be satisfied if £k is 
of the order 9 . This implies that both terms in eq. (38) 
are at least of the order ^ , or that the cancellations in 
the standard term in eq. (38) is such that though this equation 
may fix the masses of X4 ,% relative to those of the quarks, 
the effective leptonic interaction is at most electromagnetic 
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in strength. 

The findings of the present paper have confirmed the 
author's view stated in A that this approach to particle 
theory is a very promising one. Since the many aspects and 
features have all along been found to be intimately and subtly 
interrelated, we have up to now refrained from determining 
experimental numbers emerging from the theory until all the 
most essential, fundamental features and logic have been more 
fully cleared up. The author believes that this will be the 
case once a satisfactory quark compounding theory has been 
established in the present framework. The present discussion 
about the quark charge problem gives, we believe, the necessary 
ingredients for this problem to be tackled in a following pub
lication. The program then would be to use the infinite 
component spinor free field method and the isospin polarization 
ansatz to determine: 

(a) The Reggeization condition of the infinite component 
quark free fields and their unitarity conditions ' 

2 3 5) subject to a suitable dynamical linewidth formula ' . 

(b) A formulation of the rules of quark compounding (to 
boson and baryon states with eigencharge and other 
well defined quantum numbers). 

(c) The constraints to the quark fields provided by the 
propagator equations of motion of the present paper 
and A. 

(d) The scattering theory. 
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The results of (b) and (d) are required to connect the theory 
to observation. (d) or the scattering theory can hopefully 
be tackled in various ways: By applying unitarity to the 
hadron propagators in (b) or by the nondiagonal generalization 
of the equation of motion, eq. (1). Eq. (i) is in the diagonal 
form using the exactly corresponding bra- and ket-states 
I |V//y • T n e off-diagonal generalization of eq. (1) will 
introduce two new features. 

(i) The bra-state, / y^ I , would not correspond 
to the ket-state, j ^ L l , such that |Wf|^ and, 
or \)Np/ ar2 not quiescent any more. 

(ii) Corresponding to the standard and the electromag
netic interaction terms one introduces respectively 
suitable free boson (of mass ) and photon field 
terms. The corresponding generalization of the 
electro-magnetic term has already been indicated 
in A. 

To determine 0 , the isospin polarization phase angle, 
from a fundamental point of view the above program would have 
to be complemented with a consistency calculation for the 
domain of the universe such as we referred to in A and 
Section 4 above. As in A we imagine that consistency of 
the latter calculation will demand gravity. 

The present paper and A have tried to indicate that the 
domain of the universe (and especially its isospin state) 
is crucial for the existence of the particles in it and 
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also for their properties. The domain of the universe is 
the origin for the spontaneous breaking of the symmetry of 
the field equation of motion. The principal agent in the 
emergence of the symmetry-breaking is the existence of the 
photon and the electromagnetic interaction. The current 
conservation law which follows from the equation of motion 
of the propagators clinches the demand for a massless vector 
boson, the photon. In fact if one wishes to have the 
existence of both quarks (strongly interacting compound 
fields) and leptons there would in terms of all the findings 
of the whole program of research so far > > ' • > ' f appear 
to be only limited freedom in either the field equation of 
motion or its solutions. 

We indicated above that the quarks fi , f% , A» , f* 

must be confined because in fact, for instance, they are not 
charge eigenstates, or alternatively that charge eigenstates 
are not in quark Hilbert space. Stated in this way it is an 
intuitive concept, since one expects observable elementary 
objects to have ar. eigencharge. Confinement mechanisms have 
been much discussed recently and hence the mechanism here 
is Oi. interest. Consider eq. (36), for example : 

All the interaction terms are not only quite convergent due 
to selfregularization of paired terms and reggeization of 

&m 5 *S 4"S — S ' b u t s h o u l d ' l n 

fact, see to the conservation law |»C\j " O However, 
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individual contributions to eq. (36) such as ý 

and 1 ^ * ̂  J have at least logarithmically divergent 

four-momentum integrals. These are the terms that will be 

guarding against breaking up a stable comDOund with ft , p 

quarks in. In particular J J) ^ 7 *& t n e t e r m 

related to the charge nature of the ft , p quarks. The 

fact that £) provides selfregularization suggests that 

a compounding calculation will have to be global, or in terms 

of the fields yr _ as suggested in A. 
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